
 

Concept store chain Kauf dich Glücklich opens outlet in Berlin
The new outlet retails European niche designer labels, cosmetics, jewellery and interior design
The original Oderberger Strasse café is listed in most international city guides as an authentic Berlin experience
Branded merchandise is one obvious way of increasing customer loyalty

The outlet retails European niche designer labels, cosmetics, jewellery and interior design

Kauf dich Glücklich’s new store sells Scandinavian and German niche fashion labels for men and women, shoes, bags and jewellery, selected CDs,
magazines and books and interior design pieces. There is also a selection of cosmetics, including nail polishes from Swedish brand Face Stockholm,
bodycare from Hamburg’s Stop the Water While Using Me, and Dr. Bronner’s from the US.

Company history

At first glance, Kauf dich Glücklich looks like your average concept store, but the new outlet is actually the company’s third Berlin venture.

Kauf dich Glücklich (the name translates as “make yourself happy by buying”) has an unusual history. Its corporate beginnings are firmly rooted in Berlin:
the super stylish fashion store chain actually started out as a small student-run café selling home-made waffles and old furniture.

The first Kauf dich Glücklich store was established in 2002 by Christoph Munier and Andrea Dahmen, two product design students at Berlin’s University of
Arts. Munier and Dahmen shared a passion for vintage furniture and decided to open a café in Oderberger Strasse in Berlin’s Prenzlauer Berg district. At
that time, Prenzlauer Berg was not yet a trendy high-rent district, and Berlin was still far from its current status as one of the most popular tourist
destinations in Europe.
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Retail concept

Kauf dich Glücklich sold fresh waffles, ice-cream, coffee and second-hand furniture from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. The unconventional retail concept
and the café with its relaxed atmosphere, shabby chic and student-like vibes became a hit with locals and tourists alike. Even today the Oderberger
Strasse café is legendary amongst tourists and the café is listed in most international city guides as an authentic Berlin experience.

Another café store in Prenzlauer Berg soon followed and in 2006 Kauf dich Glücklich opened its first outlet outside of Berlin, in the Northern German city of
Bremen. The Bremen store was different; because the company couldn’t get a gastro license for the café, Munier and Dahmen decided to adapt their
retail concept and concentrate on young urban fashion and accessories instead.

Clothes proved to be even more popular than waffles and over the last decade Kauf dich Glücklich has expanded across the country. Today the chain has
12 fashion outlets in Germany including stores in prime locations in Munich, Nuremberg, Stuttgart and Hamburg. In addition to its focus on Scandinavian
and German fashion the company also sells its own KDG fashion range which premiered in 2011. There is also a stylish online store and in summer 2014
Kauf dich Glücklich will open its first international store in Vienna, Austria.

All stores are operated under the Kauf dich Glücklich store brand which features the original typography and logo first developed for the Oderberger
Strasse café.  Every store looks slightly different, but the general interior design is similar - clean lines, wooden elements and raw concrete give the retail
spaces an unfinished, improvised look, reflecting the company’s Berlin heritage.

This is one reason why Kauf dich Glücklich’s business is still doing well. Although the concept stores look so different from the original waffle café and the
owners have in the past been accused of selling out to commercialism, the store brand and the company that stands behind it have a solid reputation.

For many of their visitors and fans Kauf dich Glücklich stands for a very particular Berlin lifestyle - down-to-earth, authentic, relaxed and yet stylish.  And
this brand identity is strong enough that it sells even when transposed onto an entirely different retail concept.  

The company is also keeping its café heritage alive in little details. The store in Rosenthaler Strasse, for example, has an espresso machine so customers
can still get their caffeine fix. There will also be an ice cream cart in-store during the summer months.
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The Analyst's View
 
Branded merchandise is one obvious way of increasing customer loyalty. Indeed, the company has begun selling a Kauf dich
Glücklich waffle kit which contains the famous waffle dough mixture, crispy toffee bits and caramelized walnuts. Tourists in
particular might be tempted by T-shirts or scarves with the famous Kauf dich Glücklich logo, and the company could
consider an artisanal own-label hand or body care beauty range.

Let us know what you think
Your opinions matter, and we need you to share them.
Please help us continue to develop our insights, content and services by
rating this piece of analysis.  
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Beauty & Nature organic perfumery
Every Beauty & Nature store is situated next to a regional organic supermarket and usually also has an organic bistro or bakery attached
All 3 stores have a salon space offering a range of organic beauty treatments for men and women
Germany is Europe’s biggest organic cosmetics & toiletries market

Retail concept

The first Beauty & Nature store opened in 2000 Munich’s city centre on prestigious shopping area Viktualienmarkt, followed in 2009 and 2010 by stores in
Leipzig (Eastern Germany, near Berlin) and Erlangen (Southern Germany).

Founder Roswitha Weber wanted her stores to offer a welcoming retail environment which encourages customers to linger. The retail area in each Beauty
& Nature outlet is spacious and there are comfortable seating areas with complimentary water dispensers, organic coffee and magazines. For children
there are play areas and for mothers changing stations and special breast-feeding areas.

Every Beauty & Nature store is situated next to a regional organic supermarket; the location usually also has a small organic bistro or bakery attached.
This creates a full-service organic shopping experience which draws in not just beauty customers but anyone interested in organic and health food
purchases. All three Beauty & Nature stores also have a salon space - the so-called Bel Ètage - which offers a range of organic beauty treatments for men
and women.

Brand choice
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The Beauty & Nature stores sell organic beauty products, perfumes, household and cleansing products, fair trade and eco fashion, textiles and
accessories, supplements and a selection of toys. All products are certified organic, sustainable or Fairtrade and there are some 80 brands in total.

The biggest retail area in each store is dedicated to cosmetics. Beauty & Nature sells some 40 organic beauty brands. Most of these, like Annemarie
Börlind, Martina Gebhardt, Santaverde, Lavera, Alva, Dr. Hauschka and Primavera, are from Germany but there are also labels like Living Nature from
New Zealand, Melvita from France, Intelligent Nutrients from the US and Khadi from India. Beauty & Nature also carries a range of organic fragrances
including premium labels Florascent and Neom.

The majority of beauty brands are present with their entire product portfolio, meaning customers are offered an unrivalled choice of products. New
products and trend editions are available in-store as soon as they are launched. In addition, every Beauty & Nature store has generous tester bars, where
almost every C&T product - from a budget hand cream priced at €4 to a premium face serum retailed at €120 - can be tried out.

Germany is the biggest organic C&T market in Europe and certified organic cosmetics are available in every retail channel, from discounters and
drugstores to perfumeries and department stores. In addition there are scores of specialist retailers, organic supermarkets and health food stores that
stock organic beauty products.

However, the brand choice and retail experience very much varies according to store type. Perfumeries and department stores offer a premium shopping
experience but usually stock only five or six of the most well-known brands. Drugstores tend to focus on their own highly successful organic ranges and
only carry selected products from other brands.

Organic supermarkets and health food stores all have a beauty corner, but again the brand choice is limited to maybe a dozen brands or so that are
represented with their most popular products. And although independent beauty retailers usually have a very large selection of organic brands the
shopping atmosphere in these stores is often very dowdy/old-fashioned, with small retail spaces, crowded shelves and poor product presentation.

The Analyst's View
 
Beauty & Nature stands out from the crowd by offering the brand choice of a specialist store and the upscale retail
atmosphere of a perfumery. Add to this an almost unsurpassed product choice, well-trained and knowledgeable staff and a
city centre location which is shared with other organic and health food-related businesses and this is a winning concept.
Even in Germany’s competitive organic retail market.
A key aspect of the store’s retail strategy is the generous product testing area. Tester bars are not new, of course; every
modern perfumery offers at least some testers and even drugstore chain DM recently started to introduce skincare testers
for some of its best-selling beauty brands.
However, at Beauty & Nature customers can try out hundreds of creams and lotions from both budget and premium brands.
This is a distinct USP for the company, Weber invests a lot into the tester bars and they have proven to be very popular
with customers.
The cooperation with organic supermarkets is also successful. The location in Leipzig, for example, is close to the city
centre. The perfumery and the supermarket are located in one building ensemble and both stores are connected by a small
organic bistro and bakery which is a popular lunch-time choice with office workers from the surrounding area.
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Let us know what you think
Your opinions matter, and we need you to share them.
Please help us continue to develop our insights, content and services by
rating this piece of analysis.  
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